
IPS Archery
The IPS game is used with 1 IPS system that includes 10 lamps

Ready? Aim ... Fire!

 
Step into Robin Hood’s shoes with IPS Archery. Shoot arrows into the interactive spots and score as many
points as possible. Get competitive and battle your rival! Try shooting from di�erent distances and keep
track of the score with the IPS system. IPS Archery is fun for young and old!

 

Easy to use with IPS set

 
Our IPS attractions can be set up quickly in around 10 minutes. Furthermore, they are also easy to
transport because they are delivered compact as a single unit. Install the IPS spots after in�ating and you
can start! You can of course purchase the IPS set from us to o�er a complete experience.

 

High quality PVC

 
JB in�atables are made from strong, high-quality PVC that is easy to keep clean. The in�atables are
strengthened and stitched on multiple points. This durable in�atable comes with a 5-year warranty. With
this product you can give a super fun experience to your customers!

Buy the interactive IPS Archery and give your customers the day of their lives!

 

A household name for more than 15 years!

 
At JB we have been making people worldwide jump for joy for more than 15 years. Our team of designers,
developers and logistics sta� delivers unique in�atable attractions in a grand way! Thanks to them, our
customers are assured of our professional service and delivery. They also call us "creators of greatness."

 
SKU Archery Gray: 02.0164

SKU Archery Yellow: 02.0163

Set price!

We o�er the IPS game as a set, from £3,398.00 for only £

3,148.00
! (£250.00 discount)

The set consists of:

In�atable at £1,099.00

In�ated product

Length 3ft

Width 9ft

Height 7ft

Setup / dismantling

Setup/Dismantling duration approx. 10 minutes

Persons to setup/dismantle 1 person

Blowers Bravo OV6 Luchtpomp x 1

Weight per blower Bravo OV6 Luchtpomp = 1,3 kg

Speci�cations packaged product

Weight 25kg

Amount of packages 1x

General

SKU 02.0163

Warranty 1 year warranty

Service 5 Year service

Including Logbook/manual
Repair kit
Anchoring material
Blower(s)
Transport bag



IPS set incl. 10 lamps at £2,299.00

 

Exclusive archery bow and arrow


